Mullins's theory was generalized by Gurtin [Gl] and Angenent and
where ©, the normal-angle, is the counterclockwise angle from a fixed axis • to the outward normal of dQ. Here -i g(e) -f(e) + f'(e)
with f(©)>0 the interfacial energy; U is the relative energy of the material in Q; and b(©)>0, the kinetic modulus, is a material function. ] The presence of the angle B reflects anisotropy, and the particular form in which f appears in (3) is a consequence of thermodynamics. In fact, a 1 consequence of (2) 
and (3) is the thermodynamic inequality ( d/dt){Jf(e)ds • Uarea(Q(t))} * -Jb(e)V 2 ds,
which, to some extent, explains the form of (3). A method of overcoming (6), introduced by Angenent and Gurtin [AG1], is to allow the interface to contain corners (jumps in angle) that exclude the backward-parabolic ranges of ©. In the presence of a corner the evolution equation (2) does not by itself characterize the motion of the interface; there is an additional condition requiring that the capillary force i 1 1
C(e) = f(©)T(©) • f(©)N(©) is continuous. (9)
Thus for a corner corresponding to an angle jump from © x to © 2 we rnust have . Tj
i which has an important consequence: the tangent line to 7 at e x is also -a tangent line to 7 at © 2 ; that is, © 1 and © 2 must be angles of J bitangency for the Frank diagram lAGl].
Let C(7) denote the convexification of 7 (the boundary of the 1 convex hull of 3F), and let F(©), the convexified energy, denote the energy whose Frank diagram is C ( A limitation of the procedure described above is that it is inapplicable i for an initial curve 3Q(0) with globally unstable normal angles. The next • section confronts this difficulty. * .
RELAXED EQUATION FOR INITIAL DATA WITH GLOBALLY UNSTABLE NORMAL ANGLES
Consider an initial curve dQ(0) that has normal angles in a globally unstable interval (e 1# © 2 ). We formally consider F as being infinitesimally wrinkled, with each infinitesimal facet having either B x or O 2 as normal angle, an idea due to Cahn and Taylor 
A further reason for the use of such wrinklings is that the initially wrinkled curve is more stable than the original curve:
jF(e)ds < Jf(e)ds.
If we allow dQ(t) to infinitesimally wrinkle in the same manner, we are led to the conclusion that the effective interfacial energy for the evolution should be F(©), so that the effective energy modulus is given by
G(e) « F(e) + r -i (e). (15)
The next question we must answer is: What is an appropriate kinetic modulus for the infinitesimally wrinkled curve? As noted in the paragraph containing (11), if F(t) is a finite wrinkling whose facets have © 1 and © 2 as normal angles, then F(t) evolves as a rigid body with constant velocity co (although F(t) may shrink or grow tangentially). Since to depends on 
where s denotes arc length and e > 0 is a small material parameter. The chief ingredient in the derivation of (18) is a constitutive dependence of interfacial energy on curvature, an idea that traces back to Gibbs [Gi] and Herring [He] . -
